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Introduction
Previous research on hybridity in broadcast political news interviews in the Swedish context (Ekström and Kroon Lundell, 2009; Ekström, 2011) and in the Anglo-Saxon context (Hutchby, 2011a (Hutchby, , 2011b , has defined the phenomenon as the systematic shifting between speech exchange systems otherwise associated with non-interview settings. In particular, Hutchby (2011a Hutchby ( , 2011b ) discusses hybridity in the context of the hybrid political news show, a broadcast news genre that combines features of the neutralism 1 of broadcast interviews and argumentative/confrontational discourse. Within this hybrid news interview genre, the journalist occupies the role of the sociopolitical advocate and, by means of direct tribuneship, (see Hutchby, 2016 , this issue), a highly opinionated argumentative discourse is created. In this way, theΝjournalistΝnotΝonlyΝinvokesΝ'alignment-ladenΝsectionsΝofΝtheΝpopulation'Ν (Hutchby, 2016: xx) but also moves away from the neutralistic stance.
In a similar vein, Ekström and Kroon Lundell (2009) and Ekström (2011) , discuss hybridity as a mix of different (frames) of activities (Goffman, 1974; Levinson, 1992; Linell, 2011) . In particular, Ekström (2011: 151-152) demonstrates how the mix of discursive roles and resources available to the interviewer in the hybrid format of talk in a political talk show interview enables the interviewer to use them partly as an adversarial resource. And here lies
theΝsimilarityΝbutΝalsoΝtheΝdifferenceΝwithΝώutchby'sΝdiscussionΝofΝhybridityέΝ
While for both Hutchby and Ekström the mix of discourse roles and different (frames of) activities is used in the hybrid news interview as an adversarial resource, the discursive positions occupied by the interviewer and the resulting genre in the respective datasets examinedΝisΝslightlyΝdifferentέΝInΝώutchby'sΝdataset,ΝtheΝuseΝofΝunmitigatedΝdirectΝandΝ personalised argumentative techniques by interviewers, frequent in mundane argument rather than in hard news interview (Hutchby, 2016) , positions the journalist as a socio-political Kantara advocate and marks the interviews analysed as being on the verge between an interview and an argument.
InΝEkström'sΝcaseΝstudy,ΝhybridΝframesΝofΝactivities (i.e. humorous and serious political frames) are invoked and negotiated in three environments: (1) in the asking and answering of questions, (2) in relation to host reactions in third position inside the activity of interviewing and (3) in sequential frame shifts. TheyΝresultΝinΝtheΝcreationΝofΝ'a programme which can reasonably be heard by the audience as simultaneously lively, spontaneous, funny, nasty,ΝcriticalΝandΝadversarial ' (2011: 151) . In other words, both participants, by means of mixing frames of activities of ordinary conversation and accountability political interviews, create an interview genre that is on the verge betweenΝaΝfriendlyΝconversationΝ(theΝ'feel good genre'ΝofΝtalkΝshowsΝ (Clayman and Heritage, 2002) andΝtheΝ'highΝprofile'Νaccountability interview (Montgomery, 2007) .
The way I understand and use hybridity in this paper follows broadly the way the aforementioned researchers have approached it, as the systematic shifting between speech exchange systems otherwise associated with non-interview settings. In other words, I
understand hybridity as the mixture of activity types usually associated with accountability interviews and 'feelΝgood'Νinterviews. What differentiates the way I examine hybridity though is that I do not examine it as an (adversarial) questioning practice by journalists but as a listening practice (as discussed by Norrick, 2010) . Broadly, that is the use of interviewer feedback activities (e.g. use of reactive tokens) in third position during the interview activity (see the next section for a detailed discussion of listening practices).
Evaluative responses and response tokens in third position are not typical of news interviews as they suggest that the journalist is the primary recipient of the answer and not a neutral interrogator asking questions on behalf of the audience (Heritage, 1985 , Clayman, 2007 . For this reason, absence of these ordinary conversation features is typical of news
interviews, where the preference structure, in contrast to ordinary conversation, is for the journalist to ask another question in the turn following an interviewee answer (Ekström, 2011: 1ζζ) έΝχsΝalreadyΝmentioned,ΝcontraryΝtoΝtheΝ'hard'ΝnewsΝinterviewsΝpreferenceΝ structure, in the hybrid format of the radio talk show political interview examined by Ekström,ΝreactionsΝtoΝinterviewees'ΝanswersΝinΝthirdΝpositionΝareΝcommonΝandΝtheirΝfunctionΝ is manifold. They question what the interviewee is doing, playing with his/her identity, and highlight distinctions between the lay and the expert.
In the sections to follow I will review previous research on listening practices in televised (non-accountability) interviews and present my data and analytic approach, before examining how interviewers signal listenership and the uptake of information, how they prompt and aid the politicians, how the latter respond and what the potential impact of these hybrid practices for the election campaign interview genre and the overhearing audience might be.
Data and analytic approach
My dataset comprises 13 one-on-one televised interviews from the double 2012 Greek general elections campaign. The interviews are between all political party leaders whose parties won seats in the 2012 parliament and leading journalists of three private TV channels (ANT1, MEGA, SKAI) and the (then) public broadcast corporation (NET). The dataset comprises both long interviews (lasting approximately 40') broadcast during special preelection programmes and short interviews (lasting approximately 15') broadcast during eveningΝ(κΝo'clock) news bulletins.
As Clayman and Romaniuk (2011: 15) claim, the election campaign interview, is a variant of the accountability interview (Montgomery, 2007 and policy promises (promise-soliciting questions). A key theme emerging from their analysis is the dual import of question design in developing a public portrait of the candidate.
For Clayman and Romaniuk (2011: 30) ,
[Q]questions matter not only for the responses they elicit, but also for the varying stances that they themselves exhibit toward the candidate. Even though these questions remain for the most part formally 'neutralistic' in being designed as interrogativesΝthatΝostensiblyΝ'request information', they nonetheless convey
combines to treat the candidate as, for example, more or less knowledgeable, more or less centrist, more or less extreme.
Despite the fact that, as they point out, this portrayal is provisional as candidates during the interview can counter the identity proposed for them, the role of the questions asked, how they are being responded to and how the election campaign interview is conducted, are issues of paramount importance in terms of the knowledge created for the overhearing audience.
The interviews have been transcribed (see Appendix for the transcription conventions) and analysed qualitatively from a conversation analytic perspective and are presented in the original language, alongside my translation in English. The extracts presented in the subsequent sections involve three journalists working in private TV channels and four political party leaders from a wide spectrum of political parties, ranging from a right-wing populist party to a communist party.
Previous research on listening practices in televised (non-accountability) interviews
Norrick (2010) (Norrick, 2010:541) .
A significant point of difference though between the two studies in relation to the function of interviewer reactions in third position, is that inΝσorrick'sΝstudy,ΝforΝentertainmentΝ purposes as he claims, interviewers interrupted the interviewee to propose a word or phrase, imposed their own interpretations of the interviewee narrative and/or answered their own questions.
Response tokens, evaluative responses, reactive tokens
As already discussed, Ekström (2011: 144) has indicated that in the integrated hybrid talk evident in the radio political talk show examined in his study, reactions to interviewee answers in third position were common. These reactions included evaluative responses and response tokens. Response tokens or continuers (Schegloff, 1982; Gardner, 1998 McCarthy, 2003 are common in everyday interaction and include neutral continuers like uhhuh, mhm and most occurrences of yeah. They indicate listener recipiency, andΝ'exhibit on the part of the producer an understanding that an extended turn of talk is underway by another' (Schegloff, 1982:81) . On the other hand, Norrick (2010) , citing Goodwin (1986) and Heritage (1984: 299) notes that 'discourse markers like right, okay, some instances of yeah and interjections like wow, oh, really, signal either emotional involvement or register receipt of information indicating that their producer has undergone some kind of a change in his or her locally current state of knowledge, information, orientation or awareness' (Heritage, 1984:299) . In that sense, the latter kind of listener responses may be regarded as evaluative responses indicating not only information uptake but personal involvement as well. As
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Norrick indicates, in the context of televised interviews, they are directed primarily at the interviewee.
Young and Lee (2004: 380-381) on the other hand, carrying out conversation analytic work in cross-cultural every day interaction, argue that all the above listener activities, are reactive tokens as they do not only indicate active listenership but they are conversational resources by which a listener co-constructsΝaΝspeaker'sΝturnΝatΝtalkέΝTheyΝargueΝthatΝinΝaΝ speech exchange between two or more persons, talk in interaction is constructed by both participants, so the resulting talk in progress is a collaborative effort and not the product of a single speaker.
In their classification, reactive tokens include backchannels or continuers (Yngve, 1970; Schegloff, 1982) (mm hm), acknowledgements (yeah), newsmakers (oh), change of activity tokens (alright), assessments (wow), (Maynard 1990; Gardner 1997 Gardner , 2001 ) brief questions or repair, collaborative completions (Gardener 1997 (Gardener , 2001 ) and repetitions (Clancy, et al., 1996) .
The last three listener activities resemble the rest of the types of listener responses identified by Norrick (2010: 529-537) in his dataset of celebrity talk show interviews. These include helping the interviewee respond (e.g. by providing a word or phrase), co-producing talk, providing background information, providing clarifications, proffering formulations of what their interviewees are getting at or proposing interpretations. As Norrick claims, apart from the first listener activity that addresses the interviewee, these activities address the audience.
Finally, Norrick (2010: 537-540 ) has identified two further interviewer listener practices that do not match any of the reactive tokens identified in the relevant literature but can be argued to be variations of the collaborative production type. These are: constructing Kantara dialogue in interviews (interviewers answer their own questions) and providing a team performance.
InΝthisΝpaperΝIΝwillΝuseΝYoungΝandΝδee'sΝtermΝreactive tokens as I agree with their view that talk in interaction is co-produced by both participants. This is especially the case in broadcast talk where issues of professional conduct and getting information on behalf of the overhearing audience are of paramount importance, thus the use and type of reactive tokens used, determine to a certain extent the kind of broadcast talk produced.
In the following sections I will focus on two types of reactive tokens journalists in my dataset used to 'help' political party leaders respond: repetitions and collaborative completions (including journalists answering their own questions). These two types were not used in isolation, but rather in combination, together with other types of reactive tokens.
Presentation of the data

Journalist answers his own question
In the next two extracts two different journalists 'help' two different political party leaders respond by answering their own questions. They do so by latching before the politician finishes his evasive answer and provide the answer to the question they, themselves, asked. In both cases the politician accepts both the interactional move and its content and builds his next turn by elaborating on the answer given by the journalist.
Extract 1 This extract is taken from a long face to face interview (40' 12") between Antonis
Samaras, the then leader of New Democracy (a center-right party) and Yiannis Pretenteris a leading journalist of a private TV channel (Mega TV). The interview was broadcast after the κΝo'clockΝeveningΝnewsΝonΝχprilΝλΝβί1βΝbeforeΝtheΝfirstΝroundΝofΝelectionsΝandΝwasΝoneΝofΝtheΝ most widely viewed interviews of the 2012 double pre-election period. Six turns before the excerpt, the journalist asked the politician whether Troika had accepted the measures he was talking about. The politician evaded answering by attacking the government. Bull (2003) .
The journalist in turn 3 strikes back, by reflecting the question back to the politician 'youΝhaveΝnotΝaskedΝthemς' adding another adversarial question 'howΝareΝyouΝgoingΝtoΝdoΝ thisς' that invites the politician to account for his future actions. In turn 4 the politician responds by implying that he has alreadyΝansweredΝtheΝquestionsΝ'but I am saying, that I am telling you, and I am answering that', using the disjunctive ' α-but' and stressing the relevant verbs, not repeating his answer though. This is an equivocation technique according to Bull (2003) , or a covert resistance technique according to Clayman and Heritage (2002) .
In turn 5, the journalist latches and provides the expected answer to the question himselfΝ'they accept them (you are telling me)'. By co-constructingΝtheΝpolitician'sΝanswerΝ the journalist breaches neutralism,ΝtakesΝupΝtheΝroleΝofΝtheΝ'author'ΝandΝtheΝ'principal', in ύoffman'sΝ(1λκ1)Νterms,ΝofΝtheΝproposition expressed in the answer to the accountability question and aids the politician in the development of his argument.
In turn 6 the politician repeatsΝtheΝjournalist'sΝwordsΝ'theyΝ(…)ΝacceptΝthem' adding and stressing 'π π -have to', which seems to be an effort to have some kind of control over what is being said. The politician in his turn though, does not change the propositional content of the answer offered by the journalist in the previous turn. By repeating almost
What is equally interesting in this extract is that collaborative completion comes after aΝseriesΝofΝ'adversarial challenges' andΝ'evasiveΝresponses'ΝwithΝbothΝinterlocutorsΝshiftingΝ between accountability interview and ordinary conversation frames within 10 seconds. The
indicating acknowledgement and acceptance of the previous answer.
Following Norrick (2010) , I would argue that, in this case, the collaborative completion, in the form of the journalist answering his own question after the politician evaded answering it by indicating that he has already done so, addresses both the interviewee and the overhearing audience. In this case though, as the context is different from the one in σorrick'sΝstudy and the purpose of the election campaign interview is different from that of the celebrityΝinterview,ΝtheΝfunctionΝofΝtheΝcollaborativeΝcompletionΝisΝdifferentέΝInΝσorrick'sΝ dataset it was to entertain and make the interview more vivid, while in this case it is to help the politician answer a difficult question, thus maintaining the face he lost by not answering and to keep the interview going.
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Extract 2 This extract is taken from the first two minutes of a quite long (42' 30") The politician though seems once again reluctant to commit himself to a specific answer and responds by using the same evasion/covert resistance technique as the politician in extract 1. In particular he indicates that he has already answered the question, in lower voice though in contrast to the politician in extract 1, using the disjunctive ' α-but' and the relevant verbs ' α π-α ω-I to-I am telling you' but not repeating his answer.
In a similar fashion as the journalist in the previous extract, the journalist in turn 3 latches and provides the answerΝtoΝtheΝquestionΝhimselfΝ'the money you will claim from Europe' and a reactive token ' α -yes' indicating listener recipiency acknowledgement. What differentiatesΝthoughΝthisΝjournalist'sΝcollaborativeΝcompletionΝfromΝtheΝoneΝexhibitedΝbyΝtheΝ journalist in the previous example is the use of the phrase ' αυ που πα -from where you said' before providing the answer, the use of which (and the stress of the verb ' πα -said' explicitly indicates that the politician has already answered the question. By doing so, the journalist renders his own challenging question/pursuit as not legitimate and legitimises theΝpolitician'sΝnon-answer. In this way, heΝbothΝsavesΝtheΝpolitician'sΝfaceΝandΝkeepsΝtheΝ
The politician in turn 4, after the overlapping talk,ΝanswersΝtheΝquestionΝaskedΝ'that money, the money from NSRF' by using and stressing the cue given by the journalist in the initial question eight turnsΝbeforeΝ' ο ΕΣΠΑ -you mean NSRF'. By not objecting to the propositional contentΝofΝtheΝjournalist'sΝanswerΝ'the money you will claim from Europe' and byΝusingΝtheΝcueΝprovidedΝbefore,ΝtheΝpoliticianΝvalidatesΝbothΝtheΝcollaborativeΝ'completion'Ν of his turn/argument and the content of the interactional move.
Journalist co-constructs the politician's argument by proposing a word or a phrase
In the next four extracts, three different journalists help four different political party leaders coming from different political parties to construct their arguments. They do so by proposing a word or a phrase on different points during the interview. These range from providing the word or phrase the politician was looking for after the latter paused to latching and providing themselves a word or phrase.
Extract 3 -The extract is taken from a short interview (13' InΝturnΝ1ΝtheΝpoliticianΝasksΝforΝtheΝjournalist'sΝpermissionΝtoΝclarifyΝaΝgeneralΝpolicyΝissueΝ point she feels is being misrepresented in all news bulletins. After being granted permission by the journalist, the politician in turn 3 explains where her party stands on the relations with the EU. In turn 4, the journalist overlaps and completesΝtheΝpolitician'sΝsentenceΝ'to withdraw from the European Union'.
InΝtheΝcontextΝofΝordinaryΝconversationΝtheΝjournalist'sΝinteractional move of overlapping would be quite legitimate, as it came after a one second pause on the part of the politician, i.e.
in a Transition Relevance Place (TRP) for Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1978) . In the contextΝofΝtheΝ'hard'Νone-on-one election campaign interviews though, as already discussed, itΝisΝ'unacceptable', as journalists should not indicate active listenership 3.
WhatΝisΝmore,ΝtheΝjournalist,ΝbyΝoverlappingΝandΝfinishingΝoffΝtheΝpolitician'sΝturn,Ν occupies the role of the author of theΝpropositionΝexpressed,ΝwhileΝherΝroleΝisΝ'just'Νthat of the animatorΝ(inΝύoffman'sΝ1λκ1Νterms)έΝψyΝco-constructingΝtheΝpolitician'sΝtalkΝtheΝjournalistΝ not only breaches neutralism but also aids the politician in the development of her argumentation. In this case also, the reactive token addresses both the politician and the audienceΝasΝtheΝjournalist'sΝturnΝbothΝhelpsΝtheΝpoliticianΝandΝinformsΝtheΝpublicΝofΝherΝparty'sΝ manifesto.
The politician in turn 5, by using and stressing 'Α -exactly', confirms the journalist'sΝcontinuationΝasΝvalidΝinΝtermsΝofΝinformationalΝcontentέΝψyΝdoingΝsoΝsheΝindicatesΝ that she does not object either to the breach of neutralism or the content of the overlapping speech,ΝlegitimisingΝthusΝtheΝjournalist'sΝinteractional move/listener activity as appropriate for the speech event. In the next extract a similar active listener activity is used by another journalist.
Extract 4 -This extract is taken from a quite long interview (27' 28") via link between the leader of Independent Greeks (a right-wing, anti-austerity, nationalist party) Panos Kammenos, and George Autias, the host of an early morning weekend news and current affairs programme broadcast every weekend in a private TV channel (SKAI). In turns 2 and 4, the journalist latches and provides the phrases the politician is looking for.
χsΝwasΝtheΝcaseΝinΝtheΝpreviousΝextract,ΝtheΝjournalist'sΝhelpήinteractionalΝmoveΝisΝ'legitimate'Ν in the context of ordinary conversation (as in both cases it came at a TRP), but not in institutional interaction. In particular, in turn 2 the journalist latches and helps the politician who is evidently trying to find the right phrase in the previous turn. This is indicated by the politician'sΝhesitations,ΝmarkedΝbyΝhisΝfallingΝtoneΝafterΝtheΝverbΝ'πα α α -breached', followed by a one minute pause, indicated in the transcript by the use of a full stop and a full stop within brackets respectively. Furthermore, the politician repeats the same verb 'πα α α -breached' and stretches the article 'ο -the' both signs of him hesitating, not sure how to proceed.
In turn 4 once again the journalist latches and provides the phrase ' α ω α Κ π ου-tragedy in Cyprus' the politician was looking for in the previous turn. In this case, theΝpolitician'sΝhesitationΝinΝturnΝγΝisΝevidentΝbyΝhis sharply cutting his talk in progress, indicated in the transcript by a dash, probably changing his mind about his choice of words, and also the use of the hesitation marker ' -e' at the end of the turn. All these features in the politician'sΝspeechΝindicate that he is looking for the right phrase, which is provided by the journalistέΝInΝthisΝcaseΝIΝwouldΝargueΝthatΝtheΝjournalist'sΝlatchingΝvergesΝbetweenΝhelpΝandΝ interpretation. Norrick (2010: 535) points out that 'interviewers do not just suggest words The extract starts with the journalist in turn 1 asking an accountability question (in bold) involving a proposition that portrays the politician in a negative light by means of using a negative interrogative (Greatbatch, 1998; Clayman and Heritage, 2002; Heritage and Clayman, 2010; Heritage, 2002) . TheΝnegativeΝinterrogativeΝ'ϊon'tΝyouΝhaveΝanyΝ responsibility for this?' presupposes that the politician has some responsibility for the formation of two parties from within New Democracy after he expelled their members for either voting in favour of the first Memorandum or against the second. It invites the politician to either agree or disagree with the fact that he has some responsibility for this, a challenging situation, as he has to defend his decisions without taking on any responsibility that would portray him as making mistakes and/or being inconsistent.
TheΝpolitician'sΝresponseΝinΝturnΝβ,Νreflects this tricky interactional task of him trying to shift the topic from his responsibility for the formation of two other parties from within his own party to his responsibility as a leader in times of crisis. This involves him making a semantic shift in the meaning of the word ' υ -responsibility', a covert resistance technique according to Clayman and Heritage (2002) . And it is while the politician builds his argument in relation to what he did during the very difficult period the country was going through,ΝdiscussingΝhisΝsupporters'Νreactions,ΝafterΝaΝmicropauseΝonΝhisΝpart,ΝthatΝtheΝ Kantara journalist overlaps, in which he offers a formulation ' α , α α πο -were nagging, were nagging a lot' that supposedly reflected the situation back then (both are indicated in bold).
This case is different from the ones discussed so far, as the politician was not evidentlyΝlookingΝforΝaΝwordΝorΝaΝphrase,ΝsoΝtheΝjournalist'sΝoverlapΝdidΝnotΝcomeΝatΝaΝTRPέΝItΝ is important to note here, that, although the journalist'sΝoverlapΝcameΝafterΝaΝmicropause,ΝthisΝ was very brief, less than one-tenth of a second, thus not a legitimate TRP. For this reason I argue that, in this case, what the journalist is doing is to co-narrateΝtheΝpolitician'sΝanswerΝ with him. In ordinary conversation terms, it would be as if they co-narrated a story, an interview activity frequently found in (tabloid) talk shows (Thornborrow, 2001) . In that sense,ΝthisΝisΝreallyΝaΝjointΝproductionΝofΝtheΝpolitician'sΝargument,ΝaΝlistenerΝactivityΝ addressed both to the politician and the audience. What is equally important to note here is that, in a similar way as in Extracts 1 and β,ΝtheΝjournalist'sΝco-operative overlap during the politician'sΝresponseΝseemsΝtoΝcancelΝhisΝownΝchallengingΝmoveΝinΝtheΝfirst turn. In turns 2 and 4, the journalist latches and starts listing the goods that should be public, taking over the role of the politician as the interviewee. In this case the journalist is notΝonlyΝtheΝ'author' but arguably also theΝ'principal' of the words uttered, as by providing the answer he seems also to endorse the proposition expressed. In contrast to all the other extracts examined so far, the journalist'sΝlatchingΝisΝnotΝlegitimatized in any way, as the politician did not hesitate in any way immediately prior to the overlap 4 , so the journalist did not latch in a TRP.
The politician,ΝbyΝrepeatingΝtheΝwordΝ'υ α-health' in turn 3, agrees with the view expressed by the journalistΝinΝtheΝpreviousΝturnΝthatΝ'health' is the most important public good, acceptingΝtheΝjournalist'sΝroleΝasΝtheΝauthorΝandΝprincipalΝofΝtheΝpropositionέΝψyΝusingΝaΝ reactive token (repetition) himself, the politician indicates his compliance with coconstructing the narrative of his manifesto.
In turn 5 though, he seems to disagree withΝtheΝjournalist'sΝ'suggestion'ΝinΝtheΝ previousΝturn,ΝasΝheΝdoesΝnotΝrepeatΝ'α φ α -security' as the second most important good thatΝshouldΝbeΝpublic,ΝbutΝsaysΝ'πα α-education'. What is important though is that this is done within the co-constructing turns pattern adopted by both parties, with no marked disruption. In turn 5 the politicianΝclaimedΝbackΝtheΝroleΝofΝtheΝ'author'ΝandΝ'principal' of the Kantara utterance, but he did so in an interactionally cooperative way. In other words, he did not interactionally challenge the journalist but he reclaimed his role as the interviewee by latching, without though using a reactive token (repetition) as he did in the previous turn. By doing so, he indicates that he disagreed with the content of the previous turn but not with the interactional pattern of co-constructing turns.
In turn 6, the journalist repeatsΝtheΝpolitician'sΝwordΝ'education' uttered in the previous turn, an interactional move that maintains the pattern of co-constructing turns, but at the same time acknowledgesΝthatΝtheΝpoliticianΝisΝtheΝ'author'ΝandΝ'principal' of the views expressedΝandΝthatΝtheΝjournalistΝisΝ'just'ΝacknowledgingΝtheΝpreviousΝturn,ΝgrantingΝthusΝtheΝ interviewee role as the one providing answers to questions, back to the politician.
What is also interesting is that in turn 7 the politician reintroduces 'α φ α -security' that was introduced by the journalist in turn 4 as a good that should be public but he modifies it by making a semantic shift in its meaning that enables him to introduce a slightly different topicέΝInsteadΝofΝtalkingΝaboutΝ'security from outside and inside enemies of the country' the politician talks about people feeling secure that they have access to essential goods like electricity, and how this would be jeopardized if the Public Electricity Company were privatized as intended (this part of the extract is not included). So even if he changes the semanticΝmeaningΝofΝ'security' to suit his purposes, the politician, by doing so, acknowledges theΝjournalist'sΝcontributionΝtoΝtheΝunfoldingΝinteractionΝandΝusesΝitΝtoΝdevelopΝhisΝownΝ argument.
WhetherΝtheΝjournalist'sΝcollaborativeΝcompletionsΝaddressedΝtheΝpoliticianΝorΝtheΝ
audience or both is ambiguous, since as discussed above the politician did not hesitate prior toΝtheΝoverlapΝsoΝheΝwasΝnotΝ'inΝneed'ΝofΝhelpέΝψasedΝonΝthatΝIΝwouldΝargueΝthat the overlap wasΝmanipulativeΝ(inΝσorrick'sΝβί1ίΝterms),ΝtryingΝtoΝimposeΝtheΝjournalist'sΝviewsΝonΝwhichΝ goods should be public, to both the politician and the audience. 
Appendix (Transcription Glossary)
(adapted from Hutchby and Wooffitt (1999) ) ↑↓ pointed arrows indicate a marked falling or rising intonation in non-final position ›Ν‹ΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝ 'moreΝthan'Νand 'lessΝthan'ΝsignsΝindicateΝthatΝtheΝtalkΝtheyΝencompassΝwasΝ produced noticeably quicker than the surrounding talk.
< > used in the reverse order they indicate the encompassed talk is markedly slower or drawn out.
•Ν•ΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝ degree marks indicate decreased volume of talk between Under underlined fragments indicate speaker emphasis CAPITALS words in capitals mark a section of speech noticeably louder than that surrounding it.
(guess) theΝwordsΝwithinΝaΝsingleΝbracketΝindicateΝtheΝtranscriber'sΝbestΝguessΝatΝanΝ unclear utterance. 
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Notes
1 Neutralism as discussed by Clayman (1992) and Greatbatch (1998 ), cited in Hutchby (2006 , refers to the fact that journalistsΝ actuallyΝ achieveΝ theΝ statusΝ ofΝ 'beingΝ neutral',Ν through a set of specialised discourse practices.
2 The NSRF (National Strategic Reference Framework) constitutes the reference document for the programming of European Union Funds at national level for a given period (source:
http://www.espa.gr/EN/Pages/staticWhatIsESPA.aspx)
3 But see Patrona (2006 Patrona ( , 2009 Patrona ( , 2011 for a discussion of the interviewing practices of Greek journalists during prime-time TV news debates and political talk shows.
4 The full stop used in the transcript after the last word uttered by the politician before the journalist latched, indicates a stopping fall in tone. It does not necessarily indicate the end of a sentence.
5 See also Tolson (2012) for a discussion on the non-compliance of journalists to neutralism in his longitudinal (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) study of UK election interviews and Patrona (2011) for a discussion on how neutralism is practiced by journalists in Greek evening news.
6 See also Bull and Fetzer (2006) for politicians accepting presuppositions of journalists.
